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Summary

The “peace dividend” is a concept that has been used to refer to the benefits derived from lower defense spending and the conversion of military production into civilian production. This paper treats this concept from an economic point of view. From this point of view, the effect of reduced defense budgets is interpreted as a type of investment process. In such a process the immediate effects are costs, in the form of unemployment of resources and various conversion costs, while the ultimate effects are benefits, as the unemployed resources are reemployed using the market mechanism, to produce civilian goods. With this interpretation, the peace dividend is only a myth if it refers to immediate benefits derived without cost from reduced defense budgets, but it is a reality if it refers to the ultimate benefits from using markets to convert military production to civilian production.

1. Introduction: Reduced Defense Budgets and the Arms Race

The end of the Cold War has led to reductions in the defense budgets of the United States, of most of its allies in NATO, and of the successor states of the Soviet Union and most of its allies in the former Warsaw Pact. The end of the East-West arms race by no means, however, implies that the arms race as a phenomenon has come to an end.

Several regional arms races remain active, while others could develop in various areas of tension and conflict. In particular, high defense budgets are common in regions of conflict and warfare. Probably the biggest increases in defense budgets, however, involve those in East and Southeast Asia, including China, Korea, Taiwan, and Malaysia. Thus, while defense budgets are shrinking in those countries that had been major participants in the Cold War, they are stable or even increasing in certain other parts of the world.
2. The Problem of Defense Conversion

The problem of defense conversion is that of shifting defense production into non-defense civilian production. The process of conversion is that of shifting labor and capital from military production to civilian production. Labor, in the form of armed forces personnel and defense plant workers, must be redirected through labor markets to produce civilian goods. At the same time, capital, including both military bases and plant and equipment producing military goods and services must be transformed through capital markets so as to be able to produce civilian goods. In a modern market economy, these changes are made through a combination of government actions and market mechanisms.

This problem of defense conversion is an economic one of reallocation of real resources in the economy. Converting from military to civilian production is not simply a matter of shifting funds from one category of social spending to another, as suggested by some political leaders and commentators. Rather, the process of conversion involves using markets to achieve a fundamental transformation of resources in the economy so as to develop the capability to produce non-defense goods and services. Thus, defense conversion involves a shift in the guns-butter mix in the economy, transforming labor, capital, and other real resources in the economy from the military to the defense sectors of the economy. Such a shift is helped by market mechanisms that facilitate such reallocation by using factor markets to reallocate these resources. Thus, labor that is discharged from the defense sector will find alternative employment through labor markets in the economy. As to capital, reductions in interest rates due to cutbacks in defense spending can lead to the reallocation of capital from the public to the private sector and thus to civilian production.

The real benefit of reduced defense spending stems from the possibility of redirecting resources, from arms acquisitions to other potential uses. For labor there is the real benefit of reemploying workers who had been building weapons or serving in the armed services in other socially valuable tasks. For skilled labor, particularly scientists and engineers, there is the real benefit of using such specialized personnel in civilian research and development or other socially useful employment. For capital there is the physical conversion of military bases or plants into civilian plants and/or the formation and utilization of plant and equipment for civilian purposes. These and other inputs into the military production process must be reallocated, using market mechanisms, to non-military or civilian uses.

There are potentially major gains from reduced defense spending, particularly over the long term, but in the short term defense cuts typically lead to the unemployment or underemployment of labor, capital, and other resources. Policies to deal with the economic aspects of reduced defense spending should focus on the efficient transformation of defense production into civilian production, using the market to reallocate resources that had been devoted to an arms race to other uses in the economy.

The basic economic opportunity stemming from reduced defense budgets comes from the substantial real economic benefits derived from the use of resources for civilian purposes. Reduced defense spending typically results in the short run in the release of
resources. These resources are then redirected in the long run via markets to produce civilian goods.

It would be a mistake to ignore the short-term adjustment costs of reduced defense spending, especially the likelihood of unemployment or underemployment of labor, capital, and other resources caused by defense cuts. The basic economic danger stemming from reduced defense budgets is that it could result in reductions in output, income, and employment as resources of labor and capital are released from military production. A particularly important consequence is the social and economic disruption stemming from the unemployment of former military officers, soldiers, and defense plant workers in regions heavily impacted by military bases or defense plants. It would also be a mistake, however, to ignore the long-term benefits of increased output as these freed resources use the market to find employment in the civilian sector.
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